What change do you want to see?

Kickstart Communities Guide
Kickstart Communities is a training and fellowship program to support people like you who #BelieveinWV. Follow the steps in this guide to move through a learning journey that begins with solving a community challenge on your own and ends with working alongside teams of residents to create transformational change for your town. We're excited to be on this path alongside you.

All online learning and fellowships information is available on the WV Community Development Hub website at wvhub.org/kickstart.

Kickstart Communities is a WV Community Development Hub Program.
PART ONE
GAIN THE SKILLS NEEDED TO LEAD ON YOUR OWN

Getting Started on Your Own

Engaging Others & Forming Teams

Shifting Mindsets & Storytelling

CHAMPIONS FOR CHANGE
COMMUNITY LEADER FELLOWSHIP

Find the online learning platform and fellowships information at wvhub.org/kickstart.

Kickstart Communities Guide
PART TWO
SCALE YOUR IMPACT & LEARN HOW TO LEAD OTHERS

- Measuring Strategic Impact
- Building Local Economies
- Attracting Investment

Find the online learning platform and fellowships information at wvhub.org/kickstart.